
Understanding        
Creeks and Rivers 



Introduction to 
Riparian Principles 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three photos come up in sequence to show how a creek can be naturally restored from a sorry dry creek to a functional wet creek.The presentation will show how creeks fix themselves without large inputs of labor or money.



Creek and River Misperceptions: 

1. Floods are bad 

2. Droughts are bad 

3. Vertically eroding cut-banks are bad 

4. Removal of riparian trees is a good way to increase 

streamflow 

5. Rivers should be wide and straight 

6. Large wood clogs creeks and should be removed 

7. People must fix damaged creeks 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We just mention some of Wayne’s myths here without dwelling on any of them; to show that we all have some misperceptions about how creeks work.



What are the values you 
appreciate about healthy 
creeks and riparian areas? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we ask them to identify some of the values they feel are important.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we note that these values vary a great deal from person to person.



Creek / River / Riparian Values 

• Fisherman 
• Livestock rancher 
• Game manager / hunter 
• Downstream communities 
• Downstream farmer 
• Canoeist 
• Birdwatcher 
• Prospective land buyer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If time allows, we mention some of the many “users” that expect various things from the creek.  I usually hide this slide for sake of time.



Clean Water 
Reliable Supply of Water  
Abundant Livestock Forage 
Fish and Aquatic Habitat 
Wildlife Habitat 
Natural Beauty/Recreation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we were to summarize many of the most important values associated with creeks and riparian areas, this might be the most commonly listed items.  And each of these are important values that are provided . . . . . But what we ask people to do is to set aside their personal values (as the words disappear) and look at the creek from a value neutral position . . .



Understanding 
 Creeks / Rivers / Riparian Areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 . . . And instead to focus on a common understanding of how creeks and rivers work.



What is a Riparian Area? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term riparian is fairly new to Texas – has only been in our vocabulary for the last 10 years or so.  Here we define what riparian means – the transition zone between the dry uplands and the water.



Soil 

Water Vegetation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All creeks rivers and their riparian zones operate under the interaction of these three forces.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But this is more accurately portrayed as a series of intermeshing gears indicating movement, energy and work.



What is a properly functioning riparian area? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a riparian area is something like a “machine” how would we define a properly functioning riparian area?



Properly Functioning Riparian Area  

• Dissipate stream energy 
• Stabilize banks 
• Reduce erosion 
• Trap sediment 
• Build / enlarge floodplain 
• Store water  
• Floodwater retention  
• Groundwater recharge 
• Sustain baseflow 
 

• Water quality 
• Water quantity 
• Forage 
• Aquatic habitat 
• Wildlife habitat 
• Recreational value 
• Aesthetic beauty 
 

Adequate vegetation, landform or large woody material to: 

Physical Function Values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self explanatory definition of proper function and the relationship of function to values.  Key message is that if people want the values, they must first make sure the physical processes are in good working order.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to reiterate, if you want livestock forage, if you want fish habitat, if you want clean reliable supplies of water, then must understand that the basis of these is proper function of the creek – riparian complex.



How can riparian areas     
be maintained? 



How can riparian areas 
be restored? 



You are the water 
managers of Texas 

Why is all of 
this so 

important? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes hide this slide if there are time constraints. The point here is that government agencies are NOT the water managers of Texas.  Landowners are the primary water managers. What happens on private land is the basis of our water supply and all of the values we desire.



Texas has some severe water challenges 

Common 
“Solutions” 

 to Water Crisis 

Dams / Reservoirs 
Dredging 
Wells /Pipelines 
Desalinization 
Water Conservation 
Brush Control 
 
An Overlooked 

Opportunity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A profound understatement. Water is the number 1 natural resource issue in Texas. Various solutions to help address this crisis are being discussed and debated . . . But there is one overlooked opportunity that few people recognize.



What happens to rainfall  
when it hits the ground? 

Soaks in Runoff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we talk about his overlooked opportunity, lets review Basic Hydrology 101 with two simple questions:First question is What are the only two things that initially happen to rainfall when it hits the ground.This simple truth is vitally important as we try to address the water crisis of Texas.



Watershed 
 vs.                   

Catchment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second question:  What do we call this topographic unit of land that funnels surface runoff down hill into tributaries, creeks and rivers?  In Texas and the US we call this a Watershed.  But in other countries – Australia, and parts of Africa, they do not use that term – they call this a water catchment.  And if you think about it, that is a much more accurate term of how the land should be functioning.  Do we want the land to shed water or to catch and hold and store water.  So we are trying to get people to think of the land as an important water catching and water storing part of the landscape.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have all seen water shedding landscapes – this is not caused primarily by drought but is a symptom of sick land.  The surface of the soil is sealed so that rainfall tends to puddle up and run off rather than soak in.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And you have also seen good water catching landscapes where the cover of grass protects the soil and enriches the soil and allows most of the rainfall to soak in.  If it rains hard enough and long enough you still get runoff but it happens more slowly and the water is clear or milky not muddy.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And sometimes you see a water catching landscape adjacent to a water shedding landscape.  The fate of rainfall is entirely different in these two situations.  I realize that you already understand this, but what you may not have thought about is that creeks and rivers operate the same way . . . .  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some creeks are water shedding creeks with nothing to slow down the water and limited capacity to store water; while other creeks are water catching creeks. With a water catching creek, the water is slowed down and there are large volumes of water stored in the banks and along the edge of the creek. 



 Catching the water 
 

Storing the water 
in the land 

  

An Overlooked 
Opportunity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the overlooked opportunity is to manage the land in a way that catches and stores water.  Explain the photo



 Keeping Water  
on the Land Longer  

“Riparian Sponge” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that a change in management has allowed this valley to become a wet water storing area. We use the term “riparian sponge” to illustrate the water storage capacity of a functional riparian area. 



Burro Creek 
1981 

Burro Creek 
2000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Burro Creek in Arizona is in a 4 – 6 inch rainfall zone and here you see a tiny trickle of water and a water shedding creek. With a change of management, Burro creek has become a wet, productive water catching creek.



Dissecting a Creek 

How and why does a creek operate and 
function the way it does? 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we are to understand creeks, we need to try to understand how and why a creek operates the way it does.



Identify the 
Components of a Creek 

 

• Channel / Banks 
• Floodplain 
• Sediment 
• Base flow 
• Flood flow 
• Water table 
• Vegetation 
• Large wood 
• Organic debris 

The Dynamics and 
Processes that occur 

 
 

• Erosion / Deposition 
• Bankfull discharge 
• Sinuosity 
• Width : Depth Ratio 
• Gradient / Velocity 
• Recruitment 
• Root density 
• Channel stability 
• Channel evolution 
• Plant succession 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you look at this photo of a creek you will be able to identify some of the key parts or components of the creek. Each of these is a necessary part of the creek and will be discussed in more detail later in the workshop.  And then if you think about some of the processes that occur, it become clear that the creek area is a complex part of the landscape – there is a lot going on, especially during flood events.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The principles discussed today apply to medium and large sized rivers . . .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Medium to small creeks, . . .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And creeks that only flow for part of the year which we call seasonal creeks.



Fixing the Creek 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When someone has a creek like this one of the first questions they may ask is “How do we fix this creek”. We are not going to tell anyone how to fix their creek – that is not the purpose of this workshop . . . .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead, we are going to show you how creeks will fix themselves according to natural processes.



 
 
 
 
 

Central Oregon 
3500’ Elevation 

 12” Precipitation 

Bear Creek – Riparian Restoration 

Wayne Elmore,  
National Riparian Service Team 

Full Stream Consulting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next series is to show how Bear Creek fixed itself with only a change in management.The notes in bold are from Wayne.



Bear Creek, Oregon Aug 1977Bear Creek, Oregon Aug 1977

1977 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bear Creek was season long grazed for 100+ years.  In the 1950’s the willows were sprayed to reduce water use and in 1964 there was a 100+ year event (rain on snow 12-24-64) and the stream downcut and in this photo has widened out.  The current livestock use is 25 cows/calves for three months (June, July, Aug) or 75 AUM’s.  The vegetation is mostly upland species with some Baltic rush (dark green in center of picture).  Uplands are dominated by basin big sagebrush and western juniper.  Reference points are the plump juniper on the right and the snag on the left.  The juniper in the foreground will be cut before the next photo was taken.  The following is 27 years of change on this stream.  The management was changed initially  to two years of rest, followed by late winter (mid Feb) to early spring (mid April) grazing.



1977 

Intermittent flow – No fish 
Accelerated erosion - Sediment loss 
100 years of poor grazing management = Poor vegetation 
Wet riparian area (sponge) = 4 acres / mile 
Water storage = 1.5 ac ft / mile 
Bank erosion = 12,500 feet 



A Change in Grazing Management 

1977 – 1984:  Limited grazing 
                          to jump-start recovery 
 
1985 – Present:  Short term grazing during 
                               late winter to improve  
                               riparian vegetation 
        
                           

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elaborate on this as much as you like.



1983 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observed changes.  Plant communities are changing to more rush/sedge (dark green veg along the edge).  Sediments are being deposited in the residual vegetation (foreground).  Vertical bank is starting to naturally lay back and vegetation is establishing at the toe.  Channel appears to be narrowing.



1986 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A flood plain is developing on both sides of the stream and vegetation has changed to a more mesic (water loving) mix of plants that includes Nebraska sedge, Small-fruit bulrush, beaked sedge, spike rush, brook grass, three square bulrush, and some reed canarygrass.



 June 1987 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A large rain event occurred depositing sediment on the floodplain.  Most people are depressed because of the apparent degradation that has occurred.  This is the way streams function.  Sediment Is deposited to form a new floodplain.  Organic matter increases productivity and improves water storage.  People must understand the importance of floods instead of being disgusted by the sight of deposition.  Our biggest enemy is the news media.



Aug 1987 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two months later vegetation is beginning to stabilize the newly deposited sediments with new roots and surface vegetation.  



1988 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One year later the effects of the flood are now incorporated into the flood plain which is now capable of storing more water, producing more forage, dissipating more stream energy (because it is larger) than it was prior to the event.  Floods are essential for stream recovery but the systems must be in the proper condition to take advantage of the event.



1993 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Droughts are also essential for stream recovery, especially in alluvial channels (<2% gradient).  As water tables drop, roots from rhizomatous vegetation follow the dropping water table and develop a mat under the channel bottom.  The leaf matter produces food for increased root development to retard erosive forces of water and tendency for the channel to downcut in  finer substrates.  



Feb 1996 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In February 1996 there was a rain on snow event that was estimated to be a 75 year event.  Flows were up into the uplands as evidenced by the Great Basin wildrye plant on the right side of the photo.  The question is will the channel have retained its dimension, pattern, and profile after the water recedes and used the flood for positive improvement in floodplain development.  



April 1996 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately two and a half months after the previous photo we can see remnants of the sediment deposited during the flow which is already being visually obscured by vegetation colonizing and stabilizing the site.  Beaver have moved back in to attempt to re-establish their lost dam.  Note the shape and width of the floodplain on both sides of the creek and the lack of the vertical banks that existed in 1977.  The reference trees are visible in the background (fat tree and the snag). 



Oct 1996 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the summer growing season the beaver dam is still intact and providing some water storage.  The banks are now fully vegetated and ready for the next flood event. 



2001 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2001 was the beginning of four years of drought as seen in this July photo.Wayne talks here about how riparian vegetation often improves during times of drought and low flow with the roots “chasing” the receding water table to help reinforce the root mass under the channel.



1977 

Bear Creek : Change In Channel Profile  (1977 – 2001) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 1977 we have captured nearly 3 feet of sediment that is not in an irrigation reservoir.



  
• Sediment Captured = 7400 CY/Mile 
• Riparian “Sponge” = 12 Ac/Mile 
• Water Storage = 2,100,000 Gal/Mile 

      (net gain of 4.9 ac ft of storage/mile 
• Perennial flow; prime aquatic habitat 
• 10x Increase in livestock forage 
• Bank erosion = 100 feet 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Statistics on Bear Creek after the change in management and the improved vegetation.



10 Years of 
Management 

   1977 
 

           1986 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The good stuff happens during flood events when the waters spread out over the floodplain . . . .



Catch sediment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But only if there is good vegetation to catch that sediment and add it to the storage capacity of the riparian area.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Texas creek and rivers may look different than Oregon and Arizona creeks . . . .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
but the principles by which they operate are similar.



How to Maintain or Restore 
 Riparian Areas: 

• Creeks / Riparian Areas are special places; 
they need preferential treatment 

• Address the hindrance that is inhibiting 
natural restoration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I said that we were not going to tell you how to fix your creek because each situation is unique, but we will offer this advice that applies equally to all creeks.The first point is a mindset – that creeks are special places and they need preferential treatment; you cannot treat the creek area like you do the uplands.  They are different and they need different management.Secondly, we have discovered that in most cases, there are one or more things that are hindering or preventing the natural recovery of the riparian area.  If the manager will identify and then address that hindrance, the riparian area will begin to restore itself.



Hindrances to Healthy / Functional 
Riparian Areas: 

• Farming too close to the bank 
• Mowing, spraying close to the creek 
• Manicured landscapes next to the creek 
• Chronic grazing concentrations in creek areas 
• Excessive deer, exotics, hogs in creek areas 
• Burning in riparian area 
• Removal of large dead wood 
• Artificial manipulation of banks / sediment 
• Excessive vehicle traffic in creek area 
• Poorly designed road crossings / bridges 
• Excessive recreational foot traffic in creek area 
• Excessive alluvial pumping or other withdrawals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of some of the common hindrances that will prevent a riparian area from fixing itself.At this particular workshop in the afternoon session we will focus specifically on one of these hindrances.



Growing Riparian Awareness and Understanding  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply showing here that in the last 5 years there has been a phenomenal increase in interest in understanding creeks and riparian areas and we have just begun to scratch the surface.



It will only occur through the integration of ecological, 
economic, and social factors, and participation of affected 

people.” 

Wayne Elmore 

“Riparian restoration will not happen by regulation, 
changes in the law, more money, or any of the normal 

bureaucratic approaches.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally a relevant quote from Wayne Elmore to point out that it is primarily up to people working together, not the government to help restore and improve our creeks, rivers and riparian areas.
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